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The induction of immediate-early gene (IEG) expression in brain
nuclei in response to an experience is necessary for the formation
of long-term memories. Additionally, the rapid dynamics of IEG
induction and decay motivates the common use of IEG expression
as markers for identification of neuronal assemblies (“ensembles”)
encoding recent experience. However, major gaps remain in understanding the rules governing the distribution of IEGs within
neuronal assemblies. Thus, the extent of correlation between
coexpressed IEGs, the cell specificity of IEG expression, and the
spatial distribution of IEG expression have not been comprehensively studied. To address these gaps, we utilized quantitative
multiplexed single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization
(smFISH) and measured the expression of IEGs (Arc, Egr2, and
Nr4a1) within spiny projection neurons (SPNs) in the dorsal striatum of mice following acute exposure to cocaine. Exploring the
relevance of our observations to other brain structures and stimuli,
we also analyzed data from a study of single-cell RNA sequencing
of mouse cortical neurons. We found that while IEG expression is
graded, the expression of multiple IEGs is tightly correlated at the
level of individual neurons. Interestingly, we observed that
region-specific rules govern the induction of IEGs in SPN subtypes
within striatal subdomains. We further observed that IEG-expressing
assemblies form spatially defined clusters within which the extent of
IEG expression correlates with cluster size. Together, our results suggest the existence of IEG-expressing neuronal “superensembles,”
which are associated in spatial clusters and characterized by coherent
and robust expression of multiple IEGs.
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from a minimal transcription signature comprising a handful of
IEGs across multiple brain structures (25).
Despite this progress, major gaps remain in understanding
how IEG expression is distributed within neuronal assemblies,
i.e., populations of neurons in a brain region that are responsive
to an experience (34). Uncovering the rules governing the distribution of IEG expression is expected to provide insight into
the roles of IEG-expressing neuronal assemblies, as well as the
mechanisms supporting their recruitment. Specific unanswered
questions include the following: 1) Is IEG expression within
neuronal populations coherent? i.e., are IEGs coexpressed
across individual neurons, and is the expression of IEGs within
individual neurons quantitatively correlated (15)? The role of
IEGs will vary greatly depending on the coherence of their expression, since the function of individual genes may differ when
coexpressed with different cohorts of other inducible genes.
Gradation of IEG expression may also result in higher complexity of combinatorial action than could be expected from
binary/all-or-none induction (1, 34, 35). 2) Does the IEG response exhibit cell type specificity? Are IEGs primarily expressed
within one cell type? Are the rules governing cell specificity of
IEG induction uniform within the tissue? The impact of IEG
expression will vary depending on the type of neurons within
which they are expressed (36, 37). Furthermore, differential
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We are the cumulative product of past experiences, which
define our interaction with the world. Experiences leave their
mark, at least in part, through the induction of immediate-early
genes (IEGs) within neuronal assemblies. However, the rules
governing the distribution of IEG expression within neuronal
assemblies have not been comprehensively studied. To this
end, we applied single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (smFISH) on striatal tissue following cocaine experience
and analyzed a published dataset of single-cell RNA sequencing
from cortical tissue following light exposure. We report principles governing IEG induction and identify region-specific rules
defining cell-specific recruitment. Our results suggest the existence of “superensembles” of neurons found in spatially defined clusters and characterized by the coherent and robust
expression of multiple IEGs.

T

he induction of activity-dependent transcription programs in
the brain leads to long-lasting cellular adaptations necessary
for the commitment of experiences to long-term memory (1–6).
The primary response to neuronal stimulation involves the induction of a set of immediate-early genes (IEGs), which predominantly encode early-response transcription factors (7–10). This
early wave of transcription has been shown to be responsible for the
induction of a second wave of late-response genes, which include
effector proteins, responsible for effecting changes in the neuronal
circuits supporting learning and homeostasis (11, 12). IEGs are induced in the brain by a wide range of stimuli and have been implicated in many biological responses, including sensory and motor
experience, spatial exploration, stress, and pharmacological intervention (13–22). The study of the IEG response has largely been
performed in cultured neurons, bulk tissue, or genetically defined
neuronal populations (23–28), leading to significant progress in
understanding the regulation of IEG transcription (6) and its role in
defining neural circuit function (12, 29). Progress has also been
made in describing the segregation of IEG expression induced by
discrete experiences (13, 28, 30–32), as well as defining the relationship between neuronal activity and transcription (25, 26, 33).
Thus, the recent experiences of individual mice can be decoded
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expression within neuronal subtypes may be suggestive of circuitlevel regulation of the inputs driving IEG induction. 3) Spatial
aspects of IEG induction are also understudied—at the global
scale of tissue organization, are macroscale “hot spots” of inducible
transcription found, within which IEG expression is enriched? At
the local, mesoscale level, are IEG-expressing neuronal assemblies
clustered or uniformly distributed? This information is expected
to be indicative of the existence of functional domains and provide
insight regarding circuit mechanisms regulating the recruitment of
neuronal assemblies.
The development of quantitative single-cell measurements of
multiplexed gene expression with either high coverage (38) or
high spatial resolution (39) support the investigation of these
questions. Using data obtained from such quantitative approaches,
we studied combinatorial IEG expression patterns at single-cell
and single-copy resolution within the dorsal striatum following
acute cocaine experience. Induction of IEG expression in the
dorsal striatum has been previously shown to underlie the maladaptive plasticity induced by cocaine (36, 40–42), but the cellular distribution of IEG induction within the dorsal striatum
has not been comprehensively studied. We observe that cocaineinduced IEG expression is graded and coherent. Addressing the
relevance of our observations to other brain structures and
stimuli, we analyzed an independent published dataset of singlecell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) of neurons from mouse visual
cortex after exposure to light and observed graded coherent
expression within this dataset as well (38).
The principal neuron type in the striatum is the spiny projection
neuron (SPN), which is predominantly associated with 2 discrete
pathways that are activated in a coordinated fashion during the
execution of defined motor actions, with complementary, and
largely opposing roles (43, 44). Neurons of the direct pathway
(projecting directly to the midbrain) express the Drd1 dopamine
receptor (Drd1-SPNs), while Drd2-expressing neurons comprise the
indirect pathway, projecting through the globus pallidus to the
midbrain (43). A number of recent publications have alluded to a
mesoscale local circuit organization of the striatum, whereby adjacent SPNs may form functional clusters (45–48). We addressed the
pathway specificity of striatal IEG expression following cocaine, as
well as macroscale and mesoscale organizational features. We observe region-specific rules governing the allocation of IEG expression among SPN subtypes, and clustering of IEG-expressing cell
assemblies. Taken together, our observations suggest the existence
of “superensembles” of neurons recruited by experience and found
in spatially defined clusters, characterized by the coherent and robust expression of multiple IEGs.
Results
Transcriptionally Defined Cocaine Cell Assemblies Display Coherent
IEG Expression. We exposed mice to acute cocaine (20 mg/kg;

i.p.) following extended habituation, observing the expected reliable increase in locomotion (Fig. 1A) and IEG expression in the
dorsal striatum (Fig. 1 B–D and SI Appendix, Fig. S1). Applying
multicolored single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization
(smFISH), we analyzed the expression of the IEGs Arc, Egr2,
and Nr4a1 in the striatum. These genes were selected as they had
been found in a previous study to be coinduced following acute
exposure to cocaine (25). Quantitative smFISH analysis demonstrated a clear trend of IEG induction by cocaine, both at the
level of average puncta expression per cell (SI Appendix, Fig.
S1A) as well as in the proportion of neurons displaying robust
expression of each gene (SI Appendix, Fig. S1B; robust expression corresponds to the top one-third of expression under control
conditions). Addressing the pairwise expression of the 3 IEGs,
we observed positive baseline correlation of all 3 possible pairings, which increased following cocaine administration (Fig. 1E).
This correlated expression is apparent when plotting the expression per cell of all 3 genes (Fig. 1F; control, r2 = 0.60;
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cocaine, r2 = 0.68). Addressing the gradation of IEG induction,
we visualized the average expression of Egr2 as a function of
incremental rise of Nr4a1 and Arc across expression bins (Fig.
1G). Cocaine drives a clear shift in the population coexpressing
the 3 IEGs, from low levels of expression of Nr4a1 and Arc at
baseline (centered around 2 to 10 puncta per cell) to higher
expression (centered around 5 to 20 puncta per cell), while
maintaining a continuous gradation in expression (Fig. 1G).
Thus, our data demonstrate coherent IEG induction over a wide
range of expression levels following cocaine, rather than an allor-none shift in expression, consistent with reports of graded
IEG induction by experiences (49–52). However, while expression was largely correlated among the 3 IEGs, they differed in
their characteristics of induction within cocaine-responsive cell
assemblies: Egr2 exhibited the lowest basal expression levels, and
the highest fold-induction by cocaine, identifying it as a sensitive
indicator of cocaine-engaged cell assemblies in the striatum (Fig.
1 and SI Appendix, Figs. S1 and S2).
Addressing macroscale spatial structure within the data, we
mapped the cells displaying robust expression of each of the IEGs
assayed within the striatum. Intriguingly, we observed that, following cocaine, these cells displayed clear patterns of spatial distribution, repeatedly localized to the medial and ventrolateral
aspects of the striatum. In order to delineate the regions within
which the densest populations of neurons robustly expressing each
IEG are found, we performed a 2D kernel density estimate.
The overlap of the identified high-density subregions revealed 2
“hot spots” of induced expression, corresponding to the medial
(MS) and ventrolateral (VLS) aspects of the striatum (Fig. 1H
and SI Appendix, Fig. S2). Thus, striatal cell assemblies encoding
the experience of acute cocaine exhibit graded, coherent IEG
expression, and are enriched within spatially discrete regions of
the striatum.
Cortical Cell Assemblies Responding to Light Exhibit Coherent IEG
Expression. In order to address whether graded coherence of

IEG induction is a principle of broad relevance to IEG expression within diverse types of neuronal assemblies, we interrogated
a comprehensive dataset of scRNA-seq of neurons in the visual
cortex of mice stimulated by exposure to light after dark housing,
which provided high-quality data for a large number of neurons
(38). The published analysis of this dataset demonstrated graded
and correlated induction of IEGs within cortical neurons, corresponding to our observations regarding cocaine-induced IEG
expression within striatal neuronal assemblies. We analyzed this
scRNA-seq dataset with the objective of addressing the coherence of IEG induction, and the correlation of IEG coherence
with expression levels. We first identified 13 IEGs demonstrating
significant induction across experimental replicates (Fig. 2A).
Addressing the coexpression of IEGs, we observed the anticipated enrichment of coexpression of IEG pairs (expressing >1
read per IEG per cell) across single excitatory cortical neurons
following stimulation (Fig. 2B). In order to estimate the coherence of IEG coexpression, neurons were grouped by the
number of IEGs they coexpressed. Since the detection of IEG
coexpression can be heavily impacted by sequencing depth, we
randomly selected subpopulations of neurons from each of these
groups exhibiting similar distributions of sequencing depth (SI
Appendix, Fig. S3). This dataset was used to calculate the mean
expression of each IEG within each group of neurons expressing
different numbers of IEGs (1–13). Plotting the mean expression
of each IEG (row) as a function of the number of coexpressed
IEGs (column), demonstrated a strong correlation between the
coherence of IEG expression and the expression levels of each
IEG found within it (Fig. 2C and SI Appendix, Table S1). Minimal
expression of each of the 13 IEGs was observed when they were
expressed independently in single neurons, whereas maximal
expression for each IEG was observed in neurons coexpressing
Gonzales et al.
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Fig. 1. Cocaine induces coherent IEG expression in subregions of the dorsal striatum. (A) Acute exposure to cocaine (i.p.; 20 mg/kg) drives increased locomotion (n = 3 mice cocaine/control; *P < 0.005 Student’s t test; error bars denote SEM). (B) Coronal sections through the dorsal striatum (DS) (∼0.52 ± 0.1 mm
from bregma) are assayed by multicolor smFISH for cocaine-induced IEG expression. (C) Cocaine induces expression of multiple IEGs in the dorsal striatum.
High-magnification 40× images depicting expression of Arc, Egr2, and Nr4a1 in control vs. 1 h following acute cocaine. (D) Representative images demonstrating cocaine induced expression of Arc, Egr2, and Nr4a1 expression throughout the DS. (E) The expression of multiple IEGs in the dorsal striatum is
positively correlated in control, and cocaine further increases this correlation (i.e., “coherence”). Individual dots depict pairwise correlations in the expression
of Arc, Egr2, and Nr4a1 within single cells. n = 3 sections from 3 mice (29,649 to 30,102 cells). P < 0.0001. (F) Expression of Arc, Egr2, and Nr4a1 is induced
coherently, such that high expression of each gene is correlated with high expression of the other 2 genes, within single cells. Each dot depicts expression of
Arc, Egr2, and Nr4a1 within a single cell [log2(puncta per cell + 1)]. The plot is color coded by Egr2 expression from white (low) to red (high). P < 0.0001. (G)
Heatmaps portraying the distribution of bins of cells expressing Arc and Nr4a1 in control vs. cocaine (Bottom) as well as the extent of Egr2 expression within
these bins (Top) (control, 30,102 cells; cocaine, 29,649 cells). (H) Two-dimensional kernel density estimation was used to demarcate regions of maximal density
of high expressing cells (for each IEG), demonstrating hot spots of high IEG expression in the medial and ventrolateral regions of the striatum. Yellow, Arc;
red, Egr2; green, Nr4a1. The opacity of the demarcated areas corresponds to the mean per-cell expression.

all 13 IEGs. In contrast, the expression of housekeeping genes
remained stable across the different groups (Fig. 2C). Taken
together, these analyses demonstrate that IEG-expressing neuronal assemblies exhibit a gradation of IEG expression, and the
expression levels of individual IEGs strongly correlate with the
coherence of IEG coexpression.
Region-Specific Rules Govern Allocation of IEG Expression to SPN
Subtypes. While scRNA-seq data, such as that analyzed in Fig.

2, can provide powerful insight regarding coherent coexpression
of multiple IEGs, it lacks spatial resolution, which is a strong suit
of multiplexed smFISH. Returning to the striatal smFISH data
following cocaine exposure, we focused our analysis on the VLS
and MS aspects of the striatum and addressed the cell type
specificity of IEG induction by studying the correlation of IEG
expression with that of markers of SPN subtypes (Drd1+ [Drd1a
paralog] and Drd2+; Fig. 3A); the threshold to define Drd1+ and
Drd2+ subpopulations was set at ≥8 puncta, with each population
Gonzales et al.
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corresponding to ∼45% of the total population of striatal neurons, on par with the majority of the literature describing the
distribution of SPN subtypes in the striatum (53–55). We observed an interesting contrast in the identity of cell assemblies
engaged within these 2 substructures. In the VLS, following cocaine, Egr2 expression was strongly correlated with Drd1 expression, and not correlated with Drd2 (Fig. 3 B and D and SI
Appendix, Fig. S4A). In contrast, in the MS, Egr2 induction by
cocaine was correlated with both Drd1 and Drd2 expression, albeit more strongly with Drd1 (Fig. 3 C and E and SI Appendix,
Fig. S4B). Notably, we observed no cocaine-driven changes in the
fraction of Drd1- or Drd2-expressing striatal cells, their Drd1 or
Drd2 expression levels, or the distribution of per cell expression
(SI Appendix, Fig. S5 A and B). Also, in accordance with previous
studies (56), we observed Drd1 expression to be largely anticorrelated
to Drd2 expression in both the MS and VLS (SI Appendix, Figs. S4
and S5 C and D). These results demonstrate that, within the striatum, whose cellular composition is relatively homogeneous,
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Fig. 2. Coherent and graded IEG induction in excitatory neurons of mouse
visual cortex. (A) Selection of IEGs displaying maximal induction at 1 h. The
heatmap portrays the induction dynamics of 13 significantly induced IEGs
(color coded; FDR-corrected P < 0.05) in visual cortex following light exposure. Multiple experimental replicates are included for each condition (0, 1 h,
and 4 h following light exposure). Expression is normalized to the peak
expression for each gene, scaled from low (blue) to maximal (red). (B) Expression matrix illustrating the fraction of excitatory neurons coexpressing
each pair of IEGs, graded from white (low) to red (high). (C) Expression of
individual IEGs scales with the number of IEGs coexpressed, while expression
of housekeeping genes remains stable regardless of IEG coexpression. The
heatmaps depict the mean expression of each gene (row) as a function of
the number of IEGs coexpressed (column). Expression is normalized to the
peak expression for each gene, scaled from low (blue) to maximal (red).

subregion-specific rules govern the identity of neuronal subtypes
recruited to express IEGs following experience.
Mesoscale Spatial Organization of Homotypic SPNs and IEG-Defined
Assemblies. Recent studies have alluded to possible mesoscale

local circuit organization of the striatum, whereby adjacent SPNs
may form functional clusters supporting specific motor actions
(45–48). We queried our dataset of high-resolution smFISH for
the existence of mesoscale structure. In order to address local
spatial clustering of cells of homogeneous character, we focused
on “robust expressors,” i.e., cells expressing IEG markers Egr2,
Arc, or Nr4a1 to levels defined by the top one-third of expression
under control conditions. For these robust expressors, we calculated the fraction of neighboring cells expressing the same
gene (“homotypic”; Fig. 4A). Comparing fractions across increasing distances, we observed that neurons expressing high
levels of the genes studied herein display a higher probability to
be found adjacent to homotypic neurons (Fig. 4B and SI Appendix, Fig. S6A). Notably, a similar organization was observed
when separately assessing the MS and VLS (SI Appendix, Fig.
S7A). Shuffling the expression data between striatal cells significantly decreased the frequency of positive neighbors, demonstrating that mesoscale organization is a feature of specific
structure within the data (Fig. 4B and SI Appendix, Figs. S6 and
S7 A and B). In order to estimate the size of these clusters, we
selected cells within homogeneous neighborhoods (homotypic
cells) and associated them in clusters if they were found within
20 μm of each other. For SPN markers Drd1 and Drd2, we observed a high frequency of relatively small clusters (<10 cells/
cluster). In contrast, large Egr2 clusters were more frequent,
reaching up to 40 to 60 cells in the largest clusters (Fig. 4 C and
D). Furthermore, for Egr2, cluster size correlated with mean Egr2
expression level, while the expression of Drd1 and Drd2 did not
relate to cluster size (Fig. 4E). Nr4a1+ neurons and Arc+ neurons
exhibited mesoscale clustering similar to that observed for Egr2,
as well as a trend toward correlation of IEG expression with
cluster size (SI Appendix, Figs. S6 and S7). Our results imply a
mesoscale organization of striatal neurons, such that SPNs are
localized in compact homogeneous clusters, while IEG-defined
4 of 7 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1913658116

Discussion
In this study, we address the cellular distribution of IEG expression
within striatal neurons following acute exposure to cocaine, investigating the coherence of IEG expression, and the distribution of
IEG expression within SPN subtypes, as well as the macroscale and
mesoscale spatial organization of IEG expression. The broad relevance of observations regarding coherence of IEG expression was
further investigated utilizing a dataset of scRNA-seq interrogation
of mouse visual cortex following exposure to light. Based on our
results, we propose several principles defining the distribution of
IEG expression within neuronal assemblies. Consistent with previous observations, we find that the induction of IEGs within neuronal assemblies is graded (1, 4), with substantial variation between
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Fig. 3. Differential recruitment of Drd1 and Drd2 SPNs in ventrolateral vs.
medial striatum. (A) Cartoon depiction of the location of ventrolateral (VLS)
and medial (MS) striatal regions and representative high-magnification 40×
images showing Egr2 expression within Drd1- or Drd2-expressing SPNs in VLS
(Left) and MS (Right) in control vs. cocaine. (B and C) Scatter plots of Egr2
expression as a function of Drd1 or Drd2 expression within single cells in the
VLS (B) and MS (C); n = 6 sections from 3 mice in each condition; VLS, 18,165
to 18,622 cells; MS, 31,008 to 31,920 cells. P < 0.0001. (D and E) Cocaineinduced Egr2 expression correlates with Drd1 expression in the VLS (D), and
Drd1, as well as Drd2 expression in the MS (E). Each dot represents the mean
gene expression for each replicate bin, while the line represents the mean.
n = 6 sections from 3 mice for each condition; VLS, 18,165 to 18,622 cells; MS,
31,008 to 31,920 cells (P < 0.005 for all conditions except VLS Drd2, which
was nonsignificant; ANOVA).
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their spatial organization. Data represented as mean ± SEM; n = 6 to 12
sections from 3 mice (61,491 to 122,195 cells). (C) Representative depiction
of Drd1, Drd2, and Egr2 neuronal clusters. Neighboring homotypic cells were
clustered if their distance was below 20 μm. (D) Quantification of the frequency of clusters of different size for Drd1/Drd2/Egr2. (E) Mean Egr2 (but
not Drd1 or Drd2) expression correlates with increased cluster size (Egr2, P <
0.0001; Drd1, P = 0.8; Drd2, P = 0.3; ANOVA). Each dot represents the mean
expression of each gene within a replicate section. n = 6 to 12 sections from
3 mice; 61,491 to 122,195 cells.

cells (49–52). It should be noted that IEGs vary in their basal expression levels (i.e., background levels), in their specificity of
induction by experience (25), and in the level of induction they
achieve (26, 28, 33, 38). Still, we find that the absolute levels of
Gonzales et al.

expression of each IEG, within individual cells coexpressing
multiple IEGs, are largely correlated. Two different hypotheses
provide simple explanations for this coherence of IEG coexpression
within a broad distribution: 1) Neurons in the same brain region
and of the same type are engaged by experience, to drive the induction of IEGs, to a similar extent (transitioning from “off” to
“on”), but differ in their dynamics of engagement, such that the
diversity of expression observed at any one time point corresponds
to different phases in the development of the full response and its
decay back to control levels. Alternatively, 2) neurons in the same
brain region and of the same type are engaged to different extents
by a given experience. In the case of cocaine, striatal IEG expression has been clearly shown to depend upon the expression of
dopamine receptors in striatal neurons (42, 53, 57, 58). As we
observe a strong correlation between Egr2 expression and the
expression of Drd1 and Drd2 dopamine receptors, we favor the
second hypothesis, whereby neurons within an assembly are
recruited differentially, according to their sensitivity to the inducing stimulus. This would imply that the synaptic expression
of dopamine receptors conferring sensitivity to cocaine corresponds to the cellular expression levels of dopamine receptor
genes, a point for future investigation.
Addressing the identity of neurons recruited by experience,
our smFISH analysis uncovered surprising region-specific rules.
While in VLS neurons, Egr2 was induced selectively within the
Drd1+ population, in the MS Egr2 induction was observed both
within Drd1- and Drd2-expressing neurons (albeit with a preference for Drd1+). Thus, macroscale spatial rules contribute to
defining the identity of neurons recruited to assemblies. These
rules may theoretically relate to engagement of inhibitory neuronal populations specifically gating the recruitment of a neuronal subtype within a defined spatial domain, or to differential
engagement of neuronal subtypes by long-range inputs. Future
research is required in order to define the local and long-range
circuit bases of these macroscale, subregion-specific rules.
Recent measurements of striatal activity have identified clusters of neuronal coactivation that were correlated to specific
motor sequences (45–47). In addition, astrocyte-mediated
homotypic regulation of neighboring striatal neurons has been
described (48). Thus, mesoscale structure is evident in the activity of striatal neurons, potentially subject to local regulation,
and functionally associated to encode specific actions. Addressing mesoscale organization within the smFISH data, we find a
number of interesting features. Both Drd1+ and Drd2+ neurons
are enriched within small homotypic clusters throughout the
striatum. Furthermore, IEG-expressing neuronal assemblies (as
defined by cocaine-induced Egr2, Arc, or Nr4a1 expression) associate in large clusters, and the size of the cluster tends to
correlate with the cellular expression of these IEGs. This correlation of IEG expression with cluster size suggests that IEG
induction within spatially clustered neurons may be subject to
local amplification, possibly through common anatomical connections, a topic for further investigation. It should be noted that
our smFISH investigation utilized thin (14-μm) sections through
the striatum. Thus, our results likely underrepresent the spatial
architecture of constitutive and induced gene expression in the
striatum, as mesoscale organization likely extends in 3 dimensions within the striatum. Future research could address the relationship between coactivation of striatal neurons and the
distribution of IEG expression within the striatum, as well as a
potential role for astrocytic domains in the definition of the
boundaries of IEG-expressing clusters.
Both smFISH and scRNA-seq datasets demonstrate a clear
gradation of IEG expression, whereby high levels of IEG expression are observed to correspond to coinduction of multiple
IEGs. Our smFISH analysis further associates high IEG expression with mesoscale clustering. Thus, at the extreme end of
the spectrum exists a population of neurons within which multiple
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IEGs are coherently coexpressed at robust levels, and which preferentially associates within relatively tight clusters, defining a
superensemble of transcriptionally coherent, spatially packed
neurons. It should be noted that, due to the gradation of expression, coherence, and spatial clustering, specifying a threshold
for inclusion within the superensemble is nontrivial. Whether
superensembles bear greater responsibility for information coding than adjacent neurons with reduced coherence or spatial
packing, is a point worthy of future investigation. Furthermore,
future studies will address the relationship between the IEG
representation of multiple experiences in striatal neurons—
addressing overlap between neuronal assemblies encoding different experiences, as well as the broader relevance of principles
defined here of coherence, subtype specificity, and macroscale
and mesoscale spatial organization.

used in this study. Behavioral analysis was performed as previously described
(25). The smFISH protocol was implemented according to manufacturer
guidelines (ACD RNAscope fresh frozen tissue pretreatment and fluorescent
multiplex assay manuals; catalog #320513 and #320293). R, version 3.4.4, was
used for all statistical analysis and graphical representations.

Detailed methods can be found in SI Appendix and raw data are found in
Dataset S1. Five- to 6-wk-old male C57BL/6 mice weighing 19 to 21.5 g were
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